The conference on “Mission Zero Stubble Burning” under “Bharat Ka Amrut Mahotsav”
was organized on September 3, 2021 as a part of the 2nd India Agri Progress Expo 2021 at Mohali,
Punjab. The Agri Progress Expo is an International Exhibition on Dairy, Agriculture & Poultry
Industries which brings together overseas as well as national visitors to interact and deal with the
leading international dairy, agricultural & poultry technology companies. It particularly offers
networking opportunities with many groups like high ranking agriculture officials to identify and
explore business as well as investment opportunities across India. It is considered as one of the
most comprehensive forum where international agriculture, academia, institutional investors,
venture capitalists, analysts, progressive farmers and other experts get the opportunity to shape the
future collaboration landscape of agricultural technology. It was a reassessment exercise for the
progress made under Central Sector Scheme on “Promotion of Agricultural Mechanization for Insitu Management of Crop Residue in the States of Punjab, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh and NCT of
Delhi” and gathering feedback for attaining zero crop residue burning by involving various
stakeholders. It also focussed on learning from experiences of different stakeholders for
redesigning and reshaping strategies for popularizing burning-free sustainable agriculture. The
major issues and specific objectives of the conference were:
1.

Reflect on learning from in-situ crop residue management

2.

Spot major constraints and bottlenecks in wide spread adoption of in-situ crop residue
management options and recommend viable and scalable business models

3.

Reshape strategies and plans for awareness and capacity strengthening

4.

Converging view points and synergizing efforts of all the stakeholders
S. Baldev Singh, President, PSAIMA India (Punjab State Agricultural Implements

Manufacturers Association) formally welcomed the Chief Guest and other participants. He
emphasized the need to promote mechanization to shun burning and
reduce the air pollution. It is our moral duty to provide clean air to
massed by putting all out-efforts in this direction. He raised a relevant
question that do we want our generations to curse us for air pollution or
do we want the air to be the way we have received from our ancestors.
Highlighting the seriousness of the issue of paddy residue management,
he expressed his happiness over the gathering of different stakeholders
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like farmers, researchers, machine manufactures, policy makers, etc. working to find solutions to
problem jointly. He also emphasized on reducing the cost of machines with subsidy support as the
rate of cast iron is increasing day by day which resulted enhanced machine prices.
Dr. Rajbir Singh, Director, ICAR-ATARI, Ludhiana and
the Convenor of the Conference stressed on the significance of
mechanization in modern agriculture and termed it as need of the
hour. He pointed out machine availability and suitable design are
the vital components of contemporary agricultural development
in the country. He congratulated the organizers for bringing
together different stakeholders at single platform and mentioned
that events like this will be very useful for the farmers,
particularly the rural youth who aspire to be future entrepreneurs.
He also introduced all the participants and underlined the purpose of the conference to develop the
road map to achieve zero stubble burning. Dr. S. K. Singh, Director, ICAR-ATARI, Jodhpur and
Dr. Atar Singh, Director, ICAR-ATARI, Kanpur acted as the Co-convenors of the session.
The conference had a session on sharing of learning and
experiences by role models farmers of residue management from the
states of Punjab, Haryana and Uttar Pradesh, during which
Dr. Harminder Singh Sidhu, GBDSGNS foundation, Jalaldiwal,
Ludhiana, Punjab shared his experience of working in 70 operational
villages. He explained that his association of farmers provides
machinery bank services to the farmers from adopted villages and also
involves other farmers whoever desires to join voluntarily. The bank of the foundation has 132
machines including happy seeder, rotavator, mulcher etc. He opined that many farmers feel lonely
and ignored when they face certain issues and extension services must step up to reach out to these
farmers. Many machine manufacturing companies sell machines telling advantages but they
should also mentor about maintenance, dos and don’ts, cares to be taken, possible disadvantages,
scale of economics etc. He highlighted that, alike his association, farmers must be well trained by
different institutions and organizations as technical partners to strengthen their know-how and
application skills. He proudly declared that his association have been able achieve zero stubble
burning in at least 8 villages, even during 2020.
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S. Harwinder Singh, village Bhadalwad, Sangrur also gave brief
about his group of farmers who have been able to cover at least 85%
wheat area in the operational villages using super seeder to manage
residue and prevented burning of paddy stubbles.
S. Gurprit Singh Sidhu, village Mehraj, Bathinda explained the
story of the residue management of his own
village where the KVK provided a Happy seeder to the villagers in
2013. He stated that wheat sowing with Happy seeder in the standing
paddy stubbles is the best method to manage paddy residue, which
reduces cultivation cost and increases production. He proudly
mentioned about their custom hiring centre of machines that has
contributed to preventing residue burning in the village and around.
S. Sandeep Singh, village Todarpur, Hoshiarpur gave brief
account of his experience with Happy Seeder sown wheat, where he had
sown wheat in 45 acres with happy seeder in 2016. Looking at the
success of the technology and foresee opportunity, he went on to
purchase a new happy seeder in 2017 with which he had sown wheat in
at least 700 acres in 8 nearby villages. He added that he has obtained
wheat yields of about 24 q/acre (60q/ha) with happy seeder, which was
22-23 q/acre (55q/ha) in conventionally sown wheat.
Sh. Suresh Kumar of Badoli village, Panipat, Haryana narrated
his experience of sowing wheat with happy seeder since the year 201314 and Direct Seeded Rice (DSR) since 2011. In the beginning, he used
the KVK’s happy seeder, which reduced weed infestation and gave
better yields. He mentioned the use of Happy Seeder for wheat sowing
followed by Direct Seeded Rice (DSR) was found to be very effective
to improve soil fertility. He stated that he uses only one and half bag of
urea per acre at the maximum and still gets better average yield. He summarised that the use of
happy seeder has helped him to reduce the cost of cultivation in wheat and keep the field levelled.
He is also the President of Chirag Kisan Welfare Society (CHC), Badoli, which covers more than
350 acre every year with happy seeder and zero tillage.
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Sh. Virendra Dixit of village Basulia, Shahjahanpur, Uttar
Pradesh, while sharing his experience, revealed that he was surprised to
know about the technology of direct sowing of wheat with happy seeder
during a seminar by the KVK, before which he thought direct seeding
was impossible. He mentioned that when got he ready to try the
machine for the first time, many of his villagers have also followed him
with no confidence in the technology at all. Eventually, the technology
was found suitable and saved cost (in terms of weedicides etc.) and time. He could fetch wheat
yield of 24q/acre (60q/ha), while saving Rs.2500/acre (Rs. 6200/ha) in the cost of cultivation.
Sh. Devendra Kumar Rai, a leader in promoting Happy Seeder in
sirva villagae of Azamgarh district of Uttar Pradesh, narrated his story
of Happy Seeder use and strategy of operating Custom Hiring Centres.
He further said that he had sown wheat with happy seeder in 600 acres
with the machines of his CHC in the area around his village. Witnessing
the success of the technology personally, he urged farmers to adopt insitu conservation of paddy straw to obtain higher production of crops.
Dr. Mukesh Jain, Director, Northern Region Farm Machinery
Training & Testing Institute (NRFMTTI), Hisar, while addressing the
gathering on the topic “Quality machineries for effective management of
residue”, appreciated the improved quality of agricultural machines
being manufactured in India for the domestic as well as overseas market.
He highlighted the institute’s capacity building programs for the farmers
and invited the participants to visit. He urged the manufacturers to
maintain the quality of machines which in turn bring good name on one side and welfare of
farmers on the hand.
Sh.

Arvind

Meshram,

Deputy

Commissioner

(M&T),

DAC&FW, New Delhi termed paddy residue a resource instead of a
problem, while taking its nutritional value into consideration. He stated
that the residue will improve the fertility of soil if retained or
incorporated in the soil itself and will save some expenditure on
fertilizers. He said that burning affects soil physical and biological
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properties, friendly insects, environment etc. and therefore the farmers should hesitate to burn
residues and whole heartedly participate in the campaign against burning. He advised farmers to
make use of the provisions under the government scheme and adopt in-situ residue management
options.
Dr. Gursahib Singh Manes, Additional Director of Research
(FM&BE), PAU, Ludhiana talked about the efforts of the university in
designing various machines for mission zero stubble burning. He
briefed about the chronology of residue management machines and
mentioned that the university has been working on management of
paddy residue since 2002-03. The happy seeder was developed in 2005,
chopper in 2003 and the university has been working on further
improvements since then by addressing emerging issues and associated problems. He also
mentioned about addition of press wheels in happy seeder and machines for dry and wet mixing of
straw in the soil.
Dr. M L Jat, CIMMYT, New Delhi delivered his address on
‘Mission Zero stubble burning: Challenges, Lessons and Strategies’
and put forward his understanding of the issue of residue burning. He
cited some data to highlight the issue under consideration and said that
air pollution caused illness costs about 1.36% of GDP of India ($37
billion) and burning straw is one of its reasons. While dealing with the
problem of crop residue burning or air pollution, he stressed on the
need to understand what is critical for farmers, government, society and industries both
individually and in tandem. He emphasized the need for a common neutral platform for learning,
capacity building, collective wisdom and action on crop residue management and advocated for
developing multi-facet approach in the process as ‘one size fit all’ does not work at the grass-root
level. He also backed specific policy changes, market development and novel institutions
corresponding to societal change triggered by technological alteration. He recommended scale
appropriate and circumstance specific mechanisation for the sustainable and profitable agriculture.
Further, he advocated incentivizing the farmers for the ecosystem services utilizing Carbon trading
mechanism. He gave an account that Carbon credit of Rs. 4000/ha/year can be earned for use of
happy seeder, zero tillage and DSR and Rs. 5000/ha/year for diversification with maize, pulses,
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and oilseeds. Moreover, DSR will save about 140 cm water and electricity worth Rs. 15,500/ha to
pump the water. Adoption of the above mentioned technologies in 1.5 million ha and 0.5 ha
million ha area respectively in the state of Punjab can prevent GHG emissions to the volume of 10
million ton of equivalent carbon. It can fetch about Rs. 800 crore from Carbon trading.
Nonetheless, farmers must be given choices to opt from the basket of relevant technologies.
Mr. G S Dhillon, MD, Udan Media and Communications, also the
Organizer of 2nd edition of India Agri Progress Expo, was delighted to
bring

together

the

farmers,

manufacturers,

exporters,

research

institutions, governments etc. at one platform. He hoped that it will
provide desired information and feedback from all the sectors to the
industry to redesign their services and supports.
Dr. Balwinder Singh Sidhu, Commissioner (Agri), Government of Punjab expressed his
views on the way forward towards mission zero stubble burning. He strongly advocated for
training of the entire stakeholder namely farmers, machine operators, local mechanics,
manufacturers, service providers, etc. He opined that the
capacity building of the stakeholders is very much essential and
should start in the month of June itself, immediately after the
sowing of paddy crop. He added, training on business skills like
set of machines needed, how to find work, etc. should also be
emphasized. He also said that the farmers cannot try
innovations that easily because the risk bearing capacity of the
farmers is low and the outcomes, desirable or undesirable,
directly affect their livelihood. He stated that the custom hiring centres (CHC) or the machinery
banks can only be economically viable when they have enough machines to cater to all season
needs of farms and can run year round business. He added that successful entrepreneurship models
must be developed to attract youth and promote mechanization at the grass-root level. While citing
certain figures, he said that the average use of single machine in Punjab is just 15 ha and the best
entrepreneurs have used up to 35 ha. Similar is the case of cooperative societies, he said, where
secretary or other officials get no incentives to promote residue management machines among
farmers. Moreover, the responsibility and accountability must be fixed in these organizations to
ensure appropriate machine utilization. Nonetheless, he supplemented, the scheme needs thorough
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evaluation and recast and every actor needs to pull up the socks, if the target is to reach zero
burning. He urged machine manufactures to ensure proper quality of the machines and to provide
all the support services like trainings, customer service etc. to the farmers to ensure proper
utilization of machines. He reasoned that the farmers once disenchanted with the machines do not
even try the same machines for long time, however progressive they might be.
Padma Shree Awardee Dr. B S Dhillon, Former
Vice-Chancellor, PAU, Ludhiana, during his address as the
Chief Guest of the program, opined that preventing air
pollution, water wastage etc. are not just the duty of the
farmers but also of the entire society. He dug into the history
stating that the Green Revolution was not just about change of
the variety, it also involved change of sowing date, irrigation
schedule and fertilizer applications. Citing an example, he
mentioned that paddy variety IR-8 was experimented in 400
acre for the first time in Punjab, not a single grain was produced because it was a long duration
variety. Thus, next year, irrigation facility and everything else was rescheduled to adjust to the
conditions. Then came the combine harvesters, before which there was no problem of residue
management. He strongly recommended that the farmers should opt for the specific and most
suitable options of paddy stubble management, but in-situ management is no doubt the best option
available. He reasoned that Punjab being the one of the highest exporter of wheat and paddy, the
nutrient loss has to be compensated with in-situ straw management. Moreover, he added, the straw
should also be used as animal feed as much as possible, for which the Agricultural and Animal
Science universities should work together along with the Department of Animal Husbandry taking
active role. Similarly, he said, decomposer can also be used if paddy stubbles are retained on the
soil, but if it is incorporated then there is no need of decomposer. He reiterated that the retention or
incorporation of paddy straw improves soil fertility, leading to improved yields in 3-4 years
period. He alleged that the farmers are not getting machine quality that is being approved by the
government and there have been problems reported in CHC operations as well. He explained that
PAU, Ludhiana had been working on Happy Seeder, which requires lesser power/energy matching
small and marginal farmer’s capacities. Whereas, farmers preferred purchasing Super Seeder
because loans were available and it was more convenient. Same thing happened with the mould
board plough adoption among vegetable growers. He finally summarized that there are many
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factors that play important role in farmer’s decision to opt for burning or management and we
cannot take care of them all. He suggested that whatever we do, farmer’s livelihood and profit
should not get affected. He reiterated that it doesn’t matter whether the smoke from residues
reached Delhi or not, it affects the farmers himself first and then his family badly.
Ms.

Shomita

Biswas,

Joint

Secretary

(M&T),

Government of India and the Chief Guest of the program said
that the event is being rightly organized involving all the
stakeholders, without whom zero burning mission is not
possible. She appealed that many say that the centrally
sponsored scheme for in-situ residue management follows a
top-down approach, so let’s make it a bottom-up scheme with
our

participation

specifically

the

farmers

and

other

stakeholders at the grass-root level. She explained that all the
actors at state and central levels are coming together to achieve the target, like pollution control
boards, national commission for air quality, departments, but it will not work until farmers do not
change their mind-sets to adopt clean agricultural practices. She added, burning might seem a
cheap option directly, but indirectly it is the most expensive option for the society. She cited
studies that have reported that debt due to family member’s illness is a major reason for farmer’s
suicides in India. Diversification of crops with pulses and oilseeds is also necessary for the
sustainability of agriculture, she added. She appealed that the farmers of Punjab, Haryana and UP
has led the country’s food grain production during green revolution and once again, these farmers
have to lead the nation in terms of nutrition sensitive food production. The farmers must come
forward to grow nutri-cereals, which require lesser irrigation water. He referred her visit to a
village named Mandour in Patiala, where rural youth have come forward to aware villagers about
bad effects of residue burning, which led to reduction in the burning events up to 82 per cent. She
felt that the youth can play a pivotal role if motivated in right direction. She added that the CII is
also involved in trainings the youth and farmers. Moreover, she furthered, about village Ageti in
Patiala, where farmers are managing paddy residue through in-situ method since 2017 with zero
burning, where the soil properties have improved significantly and now they are growing potato
also. She urged, if these two villages can do it, not only entire Punjab, but also Haryana and UP
can make it possible. She felt a need to learn from these experiences and change the way of
thinking and considering management of paddy stubbles not just only in terms of yield and
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monetary profit but also in terms of health issues and other environmental effects.
S. Sarjeet Singh Panesar, Secretary, AMMA India (Agricultural Machinery Manufacturers
Association) extended formal vote of thanks to all the organizers and participants.

Key Reflections and Recommendations:
1. Community awareness about the seriousness of the issue of residue burning and
participation of all the stakeholders is very much necessary to achieve mission zero residue
burning. Special campaigns should be designed including awareness programs, result
demonstrations, field days, harvest field days, travel seminars, exposure visits etc. to
promote farmer-to-farmer extension.
2. Two-way learning between scientists-farmers is must for refining the residue management
technologies and its wide scale adoption. Stakeholders’ interfaces should also be organized
to capture field experiences and feed-back as well as feed-forward for the research and
extension systems.
3. Capacity building and strengthening of all the stakeholders at the grass-root level will be
the key in achieving zero residue burning. These programs should upgrade knowledge and
impart skills to result into practical learning for field application. Farmers, all the field
level functionaries like machine operators, mechanics, etc. should be thoroughly trained
various aspect of machine operation and maintenance.
4. Village level institutions and organizations like panchayat, civil societies, religious
societies, farmers groups, machine banks, CHCs etc. have the most important role to play
in driving farmers away from residue burning. These institutions and organizations should
be partnered with in all the residue management programs.
5. Convergence of efforts of all the stakeholders public or private or NGO organizations
should be ensured to spread the message to shun burning. Moreover, the expertise and
resource endowments with these stakeholders should be effectively and efficiently utilized
in achieving the mission.
6. Farmers must be incentivized for not burning the crop residue and retaining or
incorporating it in the soil. Mechanisms to provide incentives through Carbon Trading may
be explored at the policy level.
7. Rural youths should be engaged through machinery banks and custom hiring centres as
start-up ventures supported by suitable financing. These ventures should cater to the needs
of the local farming community round the year, thereby making them financially viable.
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8. Among several residue management options, in-situ management in general and using
happy seeder in particular is most scalable and sustainable solution. Thus, special attention
may be given to popularizing use of Super Straw Management System (Super-SMS) and
happy seeder.
9. Appropriate machine quality and support services must be ensured by the manufacturing
companies to prevent disenchantment of the technologies on the part of farmers. Sale of
machines should be integrated with suitable training of farmer operators and other
customer support services.
10. Rationalization of hiring charges of machines should be ensured to accommodate small
and marginal farmers. Free of cost hiring services may be explore wherever possible.
11. Use of paddy straw as animal feed needs further research and exploration as the animal
wastes can be put back in the soil to replenish the soil nutrients.
12. The Krishi Vigyan Kendras (KVKs) should continue demonstrations and other extension
activities in the adopted villages and also provide expert services to the farmers in need.
KVKs and State Department of Agriculture should work in tandem to deliver best
extension services at the grass-root level.
13. Local mass media should be appropriately involved in the programs and initiatives to
achieve maximum reach. Similarly, Information and Communication Technology (ICT)
tools must be extensively used and social media platforms may be effectively deployed to
reach out to the last mile.
14. School and college students can play effective role in convincing farmers to give up
residue burning. They may be appointed as ambassadors or agents of burning free
agriculture in the villages.
15. Public representative at district, block and village levels should come forward to suppose
the cause of mission zero stubble burning.
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